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High-� amplitude (80 –150 Hz) represents motor information, such as movement types, on the sensorimotor cortex. In several cortical areas,
high-�amplitudes are coupled with low-frequency phases, e.g.,�and� (phase–amplitude coupling, PAC). However, such coupling has not been
studied in the sensorimotor cortex; thus, its potential functional role has yet to be explored. We investigated PAC of high-� amplitude in the
sensorimotor cortex during waiting for and the execution of movements using electrocorticographic (ECoG) recordings in humans. ECoG
signals were recorded from the sensorimotor cortices of 4 epilepsy patients while they performed three different hand movements. A subset of
electrodes showed high-� activity selective to movement type around the timing of motor execution, while the same electrodes showed nonse-
lective high-� activity during the waiting period (�2 s before execution). Cross frequency coupling analysis revealed that the high-� amplitude
during waiting was strongly coupled with the � phase (10 –14 Hz) at the electrodes with movement-selective high-� amplitudes during execu-
tion. This coupling constituted the high-� amplitude peaking around the trough of the � oscillation, and its strength and phase were not
predictive of movement type. As the coupling attenuated toward the timing of motor execution, the high-� amplitude appeared to be released
fromthe�phasetobuildamotorrepresentationwithphase-independentactivity.OurresultssuggestthatPACmodulatesmotorrepresentation
in the sensorimotor cortex by holding and releasing high-� activity in movement-selective cortical regions.

Introduction
Neuronal oscillations in the sensorimotor cortex are characteris-
tically modulated according to motor functions (Crone et al.,
1998a; Cheyne et al., 2008; Miller et al., 2010; Muthukumaras-
wamy, 2010). Notably, the amplitudes of the high-� (80 –150 Hz;
Canolty et al., 2006) and low-frequency bands, such as � (8 –13
Hz) and � (13–30 Hz), have been shown to be important for
motor functions. The high-� amplitude represents motor infor-
mation such as the type of movement and onset timing (Crone et
al., 1998b; Yanagisawa et al., 2011). The amplitudes of the low-
frequency bands have been attributed to cortical excitability, dis-
engagement of task-irrelevant cortical areas, and maintenance of
the status quo (Neuper and Pfurtscheller, 2001; Tamura et al.,
2005; Engel and Fries, 2010; Saleh et al., 2010; Haegens et al.,

2011b). However, it is not understood how these oscillations re-
late to each other and how their relationship affects the encoding
of motor information.

It has been demonstrated that high-� amplitude is modulated
by the phase of low-frequency oscillations, such as � (Canolty et
al., 2006; Sirota et al., 2008; He et al., 2010) and � (8 –13 Hz;
Osipova et al., 2008), across multiple cortical and subcortical sites
(Pineda, 2005; Cohen et al., 2009; Axmacher et al., 2010; Canolty
and Knight, 2010; Voytek et al., 2010). Moreover, such phase–
amplitude coupling (PAC) has a variety of functional roles in
cortical processing, such as working memory (Axmacher et al.,
2010) and sensory processing (Luo and Poeppel, 2007; Lakatos et
al., 2008; Saleh et al., 2010). However, the functional role of PAC
in the sensorimotor cortex during the preparation and execution
of movements remains unknown. The main issues to be uncov-
ered are as follows: (1) does PAC exist in the sensorimotor cortex
during movement tasks and (2) how does the coupling affect the
motor information represented by the high-� amplitude?

To address these questions, we recorded electrocorticographic
(ECoG) signals in the sensorimotor cortices of epilepsy patients
while they executed three types of simple hand movements. First,
using multichannel decoding and univariate statistical analyses,
we show that the high-� amplitudes during motor execution en-
code the information of movement type in a subset of electrodes.
Next, we performed PAC analysis using the synchronization in-
dex (SI; Cohen, 2008) and found that high-� activity during the
waiting period was strongly coupled with a particular phase of the
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� oscillation. On the basis of these analyses, we discovered a
remarkable similarity between the spatial patterns of elec-
trodes with movement selectivity at execution and those with
strong PAC during waiting. We further examined the phase-
conditioned high-� amplitudes to characterize the dynamics
of high-� activity and the motor representation modulated by
� oscillations.

Materials and Methods
Study subjects. Four patients with subdural electrodes participated in this
study (1 male and 3 females; Table 1). All participants and their guardians
were informed of the purpose and possible consequences of this study,
and written informed consent was obtained. The present study was ap-
proved by the Ethics Committee of Osaka University Hospital.

Tasks. The experiments were performed at �1 week after electrode
placement in an electromagnetically shielded room. After �30 s of rest-
ing, during which time the patients were asked to stay quiet without
moving, the patients selected and performed one of three types of move-
ment every 5.5 s (Fig. 1 A). The three types of movement consisted of
grasping, pinching, and opening the hand. In each trial, the patient se-
lected one of the three types of movement voluntarily. The movements
were performed by the hand contralateral to the implanted electrodes.
Three beep sounds were presented at 1 s intervals, and the patient was
instructed to perform the movement immediately after the presentation
of the third sound. The patient returned his or her hand to a resting
position immediately after the movement. In the resting period, the pa-
tient relaxed his or her hand with slightly flexed joints. The patient re-
peated the trials �120 times. Thus, each type of movement was
performed �40 times. In the control experiment, patients 1 and 2 per-
formed a language task. After �30 s of resting, the patient was asked to
voluntarily select and pronounce one of five Japanese vowels at an arbi-
trary timing.

ECoG recordings. In each patient, 15–30 planar-surface platinum grid
electrodes (3 � 5, 4 � 5, or 5 � 6 array; Unique Medical) were placed
over the sensorimotor cortex (Fig. 1 B). The electrodes covered the pre-
central gyrus and postcentral gyrus centering around the “hand knob”
for all patients. Most of the electrodes were placed on the precentral
gyrus. The electrodes had a diameter of 3 mm and an interelectrode
distance of 7 or 10 mm center to center. The location of the implanted
electrodes was identified by standard neurosurgical techniques both an-
atomically and electrophysiologically. Preoperative structural magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) was performed on all patients using a 1.5-T or
3.0-T MRI scanner. Computed tomography (CT) scans were acquired
postoperatively with subdural electrodes in place, clearly showing the
position of the electrodes with respect to skull geometry. For an estima-
tion of the position of the implanted electrodes through the use of Brain-
LAB, coregistration between the postoperative CT and preoperative MRI
scans was obtained to create 3-dimensional brain renderings of the MRI
volume overlaid with the coregistered CT volume for an initial estimate
of the position of the electrodes. As necessary, these coregistrations were
manually corrected using the position of the electrodes from intraoper-
ative photographs.

Data collection and preprocessing. ECoG signals were measured using a
128-channel digital EEG system (EEG 2000; Nihon Koden Corporation)
and digitized at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz. All subdural electrodes were
referenced to a scalp electrode placed on the nasion. Before any further
processing, channels with a low signal-to-noise ratio were identified and
deleted. For the analysis, the ECoG signals were digitally re-referenced to

a common average. The bandpass filter for the data analysis was set to
0.16 –300 Hz. We analyzed ECoG signals time-locked to the third beep.

Extraction of amplitude and phase features. The ECoG signals of each
electrode were bandpass-filtered using a two-way least-squares finite im-
pulse response filter (eegfilt.m from the EEGLAB toolbox). Then, the
Hilbert transformation was performed on the filtered signals to obtain
the complex-valued analytic signals of each frequency band, X�[t]. Here,
� denotes the frequency band. The amplitude of each frequency band,
A�[t], was calculated from the absolute value of the complex-valued
signals using Equation 1. Similarly, the phase of each frequency band,
��[t], was calculated from the analytic phase of the complex-valued
signals. The phase time series, ��[t], assumes values within (0, 2�) radi-
ans with a cosine phase such that � radians correspond to the trough and
0 radians correspond to the peak

X��t� � A��t� � exp�i ���t��.

The amplitudes of each frequency band during the movement task were
z-normalized using the mean and SD of the amplitudes during the 30 s

Table 1. Clinical profiles

Patient number Age (years)/ sex Diagnosis Number of electrodes

1 34/F R epilepsy 30
2 14/M R epilepsy 15
3 22/F R epilepsy 30
4 20/F L epilepsy 20

F, Female; M, male; R, right; L, left.

Figure 1. Task paradigm and location of the electrodes. A, The patients selected and exe-
cuted one of three movements in accordance with three sound cues. B, The location of the
implanted electrodes is indicated by the green circles on the 3-dimensional brain rendering of
the MRI volume of each patient. The white dashed line indicates the location of the central
sulcus. A, Anterior; L, lateral; M, medial; P, posterior.
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resting period before the movement task. For the main analysis, the
normalized amplitudes were averaged over a 1 s time window, and the
center of the window was shifted by 100 ms. For the phase-conditioned
analysis, we divided the � phase into 6 intervals of 60° without overlaps:
0° � 30°, 60° � 30°, 120° � 30°, 180° � 30°, 240° � 30°, and 300° � 30°.
In a 1 s time window, high-� amplitudes were averaged within each phase
interval.

PAC analysis. The SI was used to measure the strength of PAC between
the high-� amplitude and the low-frequency phases (Cohen, 2008). The
high-� amplitude was bandpass filtered by the low-frequency band �
using the finite impulse response filter to obtain A��[t]. Then, the Hilbert
transformation was applied to A��[t] to obtain the analytic phase ���[t].
The synchronization index SI��[t] was obtained by

SI�� � � 1

n �n	1
N exp�i����n� 	 ����n����,

where N is the number of time points during each 1 s time window. To
determine whether the SI values were statistically significant, we calcu-
lated SI values using phase-shuffled data, in which the time series of the
low-frequency phase was shuffled by permuting randomly partitioned
segments. SI values were regarded as statistically significant if they were
higher than those calculated using randomized phases with p 
 0.05
(Student’s t test).

Evaluation of selectivity to movement type. The motor information rep-
resented by the amplitudes of multiple electrodes was evaluated by de-
coding analysis using a linear support vector machine (Kamitani and
Tong, 2005; Yanagisawa et al., 2009, 2011). Fivefold cross-validation was
conducted in each patient to evaluate the generalization performance of

the classifier (Breiman, 1996; Bengio and Grandvalet, 2004). For the
decoding analysis using the PAC features, we used SI values and the phase
differences between the � oscillation and the � component of the high-�
amplitude (��[t] � ���[t]) averaged over a 1 s time window. For the
evaluation of motor information in each electrode, the F value (one-way
ANOVA statistic) was used to quantify how much the amplitude varied
among the movement types.

Results
High-� amplitudes represent movement types around the
timing of motor execution at movement-selective cortical
areas
To visualize the frequency components of the ECoG signals in the
sensorimotor cortex associated with the hand movements, we
first averaged the normalized amplitudes of each frequency band
and their timing across all electrodes and trials in four patients
(Fig. 2A). The averaged amplitudes showed that during motor
execution, the ECoG signals increased in the high-� range (80 –
150 Hz) and decreased in the � and � (8 –30 Hz) range (p 
 0.01,
ANOVA). To reveal at which frequency and timing the specific
movement types were represented, we performed decoding anal-
ysis using the amplitude pattern of all electrodes at a particular
frequency and timing to predict one among three movement
types. Decoding performance was evaluated on a trial-by-trial
basis using a cross-validation procedure. As shown in Figure 2B,
high decoding accuracy was found in the high-� range around the
timing of motor execution (p 
 0.01, ANOVA). These results

Figure 2. Motor representation by high-� amplitude. A, The normalized amplitude of each frequency band of 4 Hz width, which ranged from 2 to 200 Hz, was averaged across all trials and
electrodes in all patients. The mean normalized amplitude of 1 s intervals centered at every 100 ms was color-coded at each frequency band and time. Time 0 corresponds to the sound cue to start
the movement. B, Movement classification was performed using the mean normalized amplitude of 1 s intervals at all electrodes for each frequency band, time, and patient (the number of input
features for decoding was the number of electrodes of each patient). The percentage correct of the movement classification was averaged among the four patients and color-coded at each frequency
and time. C, The F value (one-way ANOVA) for the high-� amplitude (80 –150 Hz) of each electrode at time 0.5 s (0 –1 s) among the movement types was color-coded to the location of the electrode
for each patient. D, The mean high-� amplitude with a 95% confidence interval (95% CI) is shown for the three types of movement at a movement-selective electrode with a high F value of p 

0.01. The location of the electrode is indicated by the orange arrow in Figure 1 B.
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confirm that the movement types are represented by high-� am-
plitudes around the timing of motor execution (Yanagisawa et al.,
2012).

The movement selectivity of the high-� amplitudes varied
among the electrodes. Figure 2C shows F values (one-way
ANOVA F statistic) that compute the variability of the high-�
amplitudes across movement types relative to the trial-by-trial
variability within movement types at each electrode and patient,
and thus quantify the selectivity to movement types. Only a sub-
set of electrodes showed high F values (movement selectivity),
and all patients showed different spatial patterns of F values
across electrodes. In the following analyses, we focus, though not
exclusively, on the electrodes with high movement selectivity
with F values of p 
 0.01 (one-way ANOVA) at 0.5 s. We call
them “movement-selective electrodes” or “movement-selective
cortical areas.”

Figure 2D shows an example of high-� signals at a movement-
selective electrode of patient 1. The high-� signals increased or

decreased around the timing of motor execution depending on
the movement type, while the high-� amplitude during the wait-
ing period (�2 s before execution) was not selective to the move-
ment type. It should be noted that the high-� amplitudes were
not zero even during the waiting period. This can also be seen in
Figure 2A in which a substantial amount of high-� activity was
found during the waiting period, though not as pronounced as
during the execution period. This led us to characterize high-�
activity during the waiting period.

High-� amplitude during waiting is coupled with the � phase
at movement-selective cortical areas
To characterize high-� activity during waiting, we performed
PAC analysis using the SI. At each movement-selective electrode,
we calculated the SI value between the high-� amplitude and the
phase of the low-frequency bands (2-30 Hz, 4 Hz width). Figure
3A shows the SI values at each coupling frequency and timing
averaged across the movement-selective electrodes of all subjects.

Figure 3. High-� amplitude during the waiting period was coupled with the � phase at movement-selective cortical areas. A, Significant SI values between the high-� amplitude and each
low-frequency phase (2–30 Hz, 4 Hz width) of 1 s intervals centered at every 100 ms were averaged across the movement-selective electrodes of all patients. The mean SI value was color-coded at
each time and low-frequency band. B, The mean SI value at �2.5 s (�3 to �2 s) (Left) and the F value at 0.5 s (Right) are color-coded to the location of the electrodes for each patient. C, The mean
SI values at �2.5 s and the F values at 0.5 s for each electrode are shown for each patient. Each color corresponds to each patient. D, The mean SI values during the resting period of the language task
are color-coded to the location of the electrodes for patients 1 and 2. E, The classification accuracy using the mean normalized high-� amplitude of 1 s intervals centered at 0.5 s was compared among
three groups of electrodes (*p 
 0.05, **p 
 0.01; error bar, 95% CI). Coupling (�): electrodes with significant SI values at �2.5 s, Coupling (�): electrodes without significant SI values at �2.5
s. All, All electrodes.
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High SI values were found at the � phase (10 –14 Hz) during the
waiting period (�2 s before execution), indicating that high-�
activity during waiting is strongly coupled with the � phase (p 

0.01, ANOVA).

We next examined the distribution of the SI values between
the high-� amplitude and � phase (10 –14 Hz) across electrodes
during waiting. Interestingly, the spatial pattern of the SI values at
�2.5 s (�3 to �2 s, waiting) in each patient (Fig. 3B, left) look
similar to that of the F values at 0.5 s (0 –1 s, execution; Fig. 3B,
right), which indicate movement selectivity. Figure 3C shows the
SI values at �2.5 s and F values at 0.5 s at each electrode and
patient. The scatter plot reveals a high correlation between SI and
F (correlation coefficients for patients 1-4, 0.85, 0.90, 0.63,
and 0.73, respectively; p 
 0.01 for all, corrected for multiple
comparison). Notably, the distribution of the SI values was not
the same in different tasks. For example, during the waiting pe-
riod before the language task in which patients 1 and 2 were asked
to voluntarily pronounce some Japanese vowels, the SI values
were not correlated to the F values at 0.5 s for the movement tasks
(correlation coefficients for patients 1 and 2, 0.07 and 0.09, re-
spectively). These results suggest that the coupling of high-� ac-
tivity with the � phase during waiting for movement is restricted
in the movement-selective area with movement-selective high-�
activity during execution.

The high correlation between the SI at waiting and F at execu-
tion allows us to select effective electrodes for multichannel de-
coding. We divided the electrodes into two groups: electrodes
with significant SI values at �2.5 s (Coupling (�)) and others
(Coupling (-)). The significance was defined by a t test comparing
the mean SI values with an unshuffled and shuffled � phase (p 

0.05). Multichannel decoding analysis using high-� amplitudes
at 0.5 s revealed that the decoding accuracy of Coupling (�) was
significantly higher than that of Coupling (-) (p 
 0.05 corrected
for multiple comparison, t test), and was comparable to the per-
formance using all electrodes (Fig. 3D). This finding further con-
firms that PAC during waiting signals movement-selective
cortical areas.

High-� amplitude at movement-selective areas peaks around
the trough of the � oscillation during waiting
To further characterize the coupling between the � phase and the
high-� amplitude, we plotted the time courses of SI and � ampli-
tudes averaged across trials, movement-selective electrodes, and
patients. The SI value was largest at �1.7 s and gradually
decreased toward the timing of motor execution (p 
 0.01,
ANOVA; Fig. 4A). The � amplitude followed a similar time
course (p 
 0.01, ANOVA), suggesting that the coupling of the
high-� amplitude is modulated by the amplitude of the � oscil-
lation. It should be noted that the SI is independent of the ampli-
tude of the frequency component defining the phase (� in this
case), although in noisy conditions, low signal amplitudes
could lead to a poor phase estimation resulting in small SI
values. Our simulation using synthetic � and high-� oscilla-
tions with added noise confirmed that when the � amplitude
was varied, the SI remained constant at all amplitudes except
at extremely low amplitudes (data not shown). Therefore, the
similarity of the time courses of the SI and � amplitude is
unlikely to be an artifact arising from the definition of the SI
and the signal-to-noise-ratio.

While the SI quantifies the “strength” of PAC, it does not
indicate with which phase the amplitude is coupled. To reveal
the � phase at which high-� activity is enhanced, we calculated
the high-� amplitude and � phase at �2.5 s in each trial using the

movement-selective electrodes, and averaged the high-� ampli-
tudes within each of the 6 bins of the � phase (60° width). We
found that the � phase-conditioned high-� amplitudes varied
significantly among the phase bins ( p 	 0.019, one-way
ANOVA), and that strong high-� activity was observed at the
trough of the � oscillation (180° � 30°; Fig. 4B, left). When the
same analysis was performed at 0.5 s, the � phase-conditioned
high-� amplitudes were not significantly different across the �
phase bins (p 	 0.998, ANOVA; Fig. 4B, right).

PAC does not represent movement type
We have seen that the high-� amplitudes during waiting are not
selective to, and not predictive of, movement type (Fig. 2), while
the strength of PAC during waiting in each electrode is correlated
with the movement-selectivity during execution. However, it is
still possible that the ECoG features associated with PAC during
waiting may be selective to or predictive of movement type. To
test this, we examined the spatial patterns of (1) the SI values and
(2) the phase differences between � and the � component of
high-� amplitude modulation (��[t] � ���[t]) for each move-
ment type and performed multielectrode decoding using these as
input features. Figure 5A illustrates an example of the SI values
and phase differences of patient 1 at �2.5 s. The spatial distribu-
tion of the SI values and phase differences did not show a clear
difference across the movement types. Decoding accuracy was
close to the chance level during both the waiting and execution
periods in all patients (Fig. 5B). It should be noted that our ex-
perimental design did not control the timing of when the patient
decides to perform the movement type. Therefore, the failure to
decode movement types early in the waiting period could simply
be due to the fact that the decision was not made yet. These results
suggest that PAC does not directly represent movement types
while modulating high-� amplitudes in movement-selective ar-
eas independently of movement type.

Hold-and-release regulation of the high-� amplitude by PAC
Finally, we characterized the dynamics of high-� activity
throughout a movement trial using phase-conditioned plots.
Figure 6A shows examples of the time courses of � phase-
conditioned high-� amplitudes (six phase bins) averaged within
each movement type (for one electrode with the highest F value in
each patient). During the waiting period, � phase-conditioned
high-� activity showed varying amplitudes across the phase bins
with high amplitude in the 180° bin. However, toward the timing of
motor execution, the high-� activity of all phases converged on three
different values depending on the movement type. This time course
of high-� activity is consistent with the results shown in Figure 4B.
Figure 6B shows F (movement selectivity) and SI (strength of PAC)
values averaged across the movement-selective electrodes of four
patients. Movement selectivity (F) appeared to arise when PAC (SI)
was attenuated for all phase bins. A negative correlation between the
F and SI values was found in the data averaged across all subjects and
movement-selective electrodes (correlation coefficients for all phase
bins r 
 �0.7). Interestingly, while the spatial distributions (across
electrodes) of the F values during execution and SI values during
waiting were positively correlated (Fig. 3), the F and SI values were
negatively correlated in the time domain. These results suggest that
while PAC occurs during the waiting period only at movement-
selective areas, it modulates high-� activity to hold the amplitude at
a fixed state during waiting, and then to release it to movement-
specific states.
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Discussion
In the current study, we explored PAC on
the sensorimotor cortex and its relation to
the motor representation by the high-�
amplitude. The high-� amplitudes in the
movement-selective electrodes were shown
to be strongly coupled with the � phase dur-
ing the waiting period for the movement
task. The coupling held the high-� ampli-
tude at the phase-dependent status in which
the amplitude did not represent the
movement type. While the coupling was
attenuated toward the execution of the
movements, the high-� amplitude was
released from the phase-dependent sta-
tus to have some particular values de-
pending on the movement type. The
strength of the coupling was negatively
correlated with the movement-
selectivity of high-� activity along the
time course of the task. These results
support the idea that PAC on the senso-
rimotor cortex critically affected the be-
havior of the high-� amplitude to
modulate the motor representation.

Hold-and-release model of
high-� amplitude
We found that the large high-� amplitude
was locked to the trough of the � oscilla-
tion (10 –14 Hz) before hand movements.
Recently, it was shown that neuronal spik-
ing on the sensorimotor cortex was locked
to the trough of the � oscillation (8 –14
Hz) on the sensorimotor cortex during a
vibrotactile discrimination task (Haegens
et al., 2011b). Our finding is consistent
with this observation because the high-�
amplitude has been shown to be corre-
lated with the firing rate (Ray et al., 2008;
Quian Quiroga and Panzeri, 2009). The
PAC between the high-� amplitude and
the � phase might reflect a local mecha-
nism in which neuronal firing is modu-
lated by the ongoing � oscillation (Klimesch et al., 2007;
Mathewson et al., 2011). Notably, previous studies on phase-
amplitude coupling of � oscillation has mostly focused on the
visual/sensory domain, while our study demonstrated that the
coupling and related neuronal processing can be extended to
the motor domain (Haegens et al., 2011b; Jensen et al., 2012).

Here, we provided an insight into how the motor representa-
tion by the high-� amplitude was modulated by the � oscillation
through PAC. It was demonstrated that PAC inhibited the motor
representation by restricting the high-� amplitude in the phase-
dependent state. The coupling was strong at the movement-
selective cortical areas and diminished with the attenuation of the
� amplitude to hold-and-release the high-� amplitude. Some
previous studies have suggested that the attenuation of � os-
cillation facilitates processing in task-relevant cortical regions
to improve task performance, whereas increased � oscillation
suppresses distracting input in task-irrelevant regions (Palva and
Palva, 2007; Mazaheri and Jensen, 2010; Gould et al., 2011; Hae-

gens et al., 2011a,b). These findings are consistent with our results
showing that the strong coupling with larger � oscillation sup-
presses cortical processing by restricting the high-� amplitude
and that the attenuation of the coupling with smaller � oscillation
facilitates motor representation by releasing the high-� ampli-
tude. Since the coupling during the waiting period was limited to
the electrodes showing high movement selectivity during motor
execution, the � oscillation may selectively hold-and-release the
high-� amplitude at the movement-selective regions to modulate
motor representation.

Functional roles of PAC during preparation
The functional roles of PAC have been a matter of speculation. In
some previous studies, PAC has been shown to have a variety of
functional roles in various cortical regions, such as working
memory in the hippocampus (Axmacher et al., 2010) and sensory
processing in the auditory cortex, primary visual cortex and pri-
mary motor cortex (Luo and Poeppel, 2007; Lakatos et al., 2008;
Saleh et al., 2010). Although the functional role of the coupling in

Figure 4. High-� amplitude during waiting peaked around the trough of the � oscillation. A, The mean SI value and the mean �
amplitude of all trials were averaged among the movement-selective electrodes of four patients (error bar, 95% CI). The averaged SI value
and the averaged�amplitude were significantly decreased during the execution of the movements ( p
0.01, one-way ANOVA). B, Top,
Thehigh-�amplitudeswereaveragedovereachofthe6phaseintervalsof10 –14Hzoscillationsfor1s intervalscenteredat�2.5sor0.5s
of all trials (� phase-conditioned high-� amplitude). The� phase-conditioned high-� amplitudes were averaged across the movement-
selective electrodes of four patients at each time (error bar, 95% CI). The � phase-conditioned high-� amplitudes varied significantly
among the 6 phase intervals at �2.5 s ( p 	 0.019, one-way ANOVA), though not significant at 0.5 s ( p 	 0.998, one-way ANOVA).
Bottom, The � oscillation, which was the ECoG signals bandpass filtered at 10 –14 Hz, was averaged over each of the 6 phase intervals of
10 –14 Hz oscillation for 1 s intervals centered at �2.5 s (left) or 0.5 s (right) of all trials. The � oscillations were averaged among the
movement-selective electrodes of four patients at each time (error bar, 95% CI).
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the sensorimotor cortex has not been elucidated, some previous
studies have shown that low-frequency oscillations are related to
the performance of movement tasks and maintenance of the
status quo (Gilbertson et al., 2005; Engel and Fries, 2010; Hae-
gens et al., 2011b). The coupling might contribute to these
functions by modulating the high-� amplitude.

Our results revealed that the high-� amplitude was activated
at the trough of the � oscillation even before the movements,
although the mean high-� amplitude was small. The high-� am-
plitude on a particular � phase might contribute to control mus-
cle contractions for the maintenance of the status quo.
Furthermore, the coupling might be related to the preparation of
movements without sufficient information of the actual move-
ment type. Recently, it was shown that neural activity for the
preparation of movements was not simply a subthreshold form of
movement activity and provided the initial state of a dynamic
system whose evolution produced movement activity (Church-
land et al., 2010). The strong PAC might provide the initial state

for the activation of the high-� amplitude
to represent the motor information.

In previous studies, the maintenance
of the status quo has often been attributed
to � rhythms (Engel and Fries, 2010). In
additional analysis, we examined the
functional similarity between the PAC
and � activity by calculating the correla-
tion coefficient between the spatial distri-
butions of the � amplitudes (22–26 Hz)
during the waiting period and the F values
of high-� amplitudes during execution
(Fig. 3C; except that the SI values were
replaced with � amplitudes, as). We did
not find consistently high correlations be-
tween the � amplitudes and the F values
across the patients (patients 1– 4: 0.14,
0.63, �0.27, �0.06, respectively), in con-
trast to the consistently high correlations
between the SI and F values (patients 1– 4:
0.85, 0.90, 0.63, 0.73, respectively; Fig.
3C). Thus, the � amplitude was not selec-
tively activated in the movement-
selective cortical regions in most
patients. These observations suggest
that PAC serves more localized func-
tions in motor preparation than � activ-
ity. However, it should be noted that
although we focused on the PAC of the �
range, high SI values before movements
were not limited to the � range, but also ex-
tended over the � range (Fig. 3A). There-
fore, � oscillations, together with �
oscillations, may be involved in spatially lo-
calized functions in motor preparation via
PAC with high-� oscillations.

High-� amplitude was coupled with the
�/� phase in the sensorimotor cortex
PAC has been observed across multiple
cortical areas under a variety of experi-
mental conditions in humans (Bruns
and Eckhorn, 2004; Vanhatalo et al.,
2004; Mormann et al., 2005; Pineda,
2005; Canolty et al., 2006; Osipova et al.,

2008; Cohen et al., 2009; Händel and Haarmeier, 2009; Axmacher et
al., 2010; He et al., 2010; Sadaghiani et al., 2010). Notably, the dom-
inant low-frequency rhythms providing the phase for PAC depend
on the region and task. For example, �–� coupling was predominant
in the anterior frontal and temporal cortices during an auditory task,
whereas �-� coupling was strong over occipital areas during a visual
task (Voytek et al., 2010). In addition to these findings, our results
have shown that �-� coupling was predominant in the sensorimotor
cortex during a motor task, adding further diversity to PAC. It
should be noted that in the human sensorimotor cortex, the � oscil-
lation is also known as the 
 rhythm, which is characterized by large
amplitudes before movements and attenuation during movements
(Sabate et al., 2012).

Implications for brain-machine interfaces
Although our results suggest that the features of PAC are not
predictive of future movements, this coupling could be ap-
plied to improve brain-machine interfaces (Yanagisawa et al.,

Figure 5. PAC did not represent movement type. A, The SI value and the phase difference of each electrode were averaged over
a 1 s interval centered at �2.5 s for each of the three types of movement of patient 1. The mean SI value and the phase differences
were color-coded to the location of the electrode. B, The percentage correct of the movement classifications using the spatial
distribution of the mean SI value or the mean phase difference of 1 s intervals centered at every 100 ms was averaged among 4
patients (error bar, 95% CI). The dotted line shows the chance-level accuracy of 33.3%.
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Figure 6. Hold-and-release regulation of the high-� amplitude by PAC. A, The mean � phase-conditioned high-� amplitudes of each phase bin are shown for each movement type
at the electrode with the highest F value for each patient. Each color corresponds to each � phase bin. B, The mean F values (one-way ANOVA) for the � phase-conditioned high-�
amplitude among the movement types at the movement-selective electrodes of 4 patients are shown for each � phase bin (left). The time course of the mean SI value of the
movement-selective electrodes of 4 patients is shown on the right.
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2012). PAC may be used to select the cortical area that is
relevant for movement classification. By selecting electrodes
with strong PAC, the cortical area representing motor infor-
mation could be effectively identified even before the execu-
tion of a movement. The selection of electrodes or regions
based on PAC might help to reduce the number of model
parameters, and thus improve the efficiency of model training.
It may also be useful to compress signals for real-time trans-
mission in brain-machine interface systems.
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